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Detect and Analyze Electronic 
Countermeasures in Dense 
Signal Environments
Today’s rapidly evolving threat environment requires you 
to perform ongoing tests to ensure your electronic warfare 
(EW) system responds proactively to these new attacks.



The modern threat environment changes constantly. Threats and foes appear unpredictably, and even 
smaller opponents can pose serious threats. A successful attack prevents an opponent from leveraging 
the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum to succeed in their operations. With accurate threat detection and 
analysis, your EW systems can successfully react to threats with prevailing countermeasures. In today’s 
volatile environment, however, the threat of your system not responding adequately always looms. 
Such uncertainty leads to an unacceptable level of risk in mission-critical EM spectrum operations 
(EMSO). For insight into how an EW system will respond with electronic countermeasures (ECMs), you 
can generate threats for your system and evaluate the resulting ECM response. 

In the EM spectrum environment, threats work to weaken, neutralize, or destroy the opponent’s 
capabilities with attacks on military units, equipment, or specific locations. As more adaptive systems 
create threats, the opponent’s systems exhibit more intelligence. By integrating technology advances 
in digital signal processing (DSP) and machine learning (ML), countermeasures also respond in a more 
agile manner to detect and counter threats. You want to mitigate the effects of threats or completely 
negate them to prevail in the EM spectrum environment. By maintaining control of that environment, 
you safeguard all of your capabilities — from communications through mission support. 

Historically, EW systems identified a threat from a stored database of signatures and then responded 
appropriately. However, those databases contained a limited list of threats captured at a point in the 
past. Modern threat systems now have sophisticated software and ML capabilities to learn from these 
events to predict outcomes. The tracking systems evolve in their attacks and respond to adversary 
countermeasures using new protocols to ensure success. As uncertainty increases in terms of what 
your systems may face, analyzing the electronic countermeasures indicates if you will succeed using 
the EMSO that are in place.

Key points covered in this white paper:

• defining electronic countermeasures

• keeping pace with technology

• detect software-defined threats

• guarantee countermeasure effectiveness

Cover image: An Air Force F-22 Raptor assigned to the 3rd Wing flies over Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson, 
Alaska, Feb. 27, 2018. (Photo by Jamal Wilson)
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Defining Electronic Countermeasures
The goal of an ECM device is to deceive detection systems like radar, sonar, or infrared. Aircraft, 
ships, and even advanced tanks rely on electronic countermeasures to protect them from attack.  
The ECM device may perform offensive or defensive actions. 

As radars advanced to evade countermeasures, ECM systems responded with new capabilities. 
Radars, for example, become increasingly sophisticated by continuously evolving. Once those 
technology capabilities are known, countermeasures undergo performance advancements to 
supersede them. Each time the threat or countermeasure progresses in capabilities, the other will 
develop past it. As the two sides compete against each other, every step in development grows 
increasingly complicated. 

A U.S. Army AH-64 Apache attack helicopter prepares to depart Bagram Air Field, Afghanistan. Air Force photo/Tech. Sgt. 
Matt Hecht
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Examples of Jammers
Let’s review some of the jamming techniques used today. They are increasingly growing in 
intelligence and speed because of machine learning and digital signal processing techniques. 

Broadband noise

When a radar signal sends out a pulse, that pulse reflects off objects in the environment and bounces 
back. That’s known as echo return or a skin return of a platform. If you send out a pulse where an F-35 
is flying, RF energy bounces off that F-35, returns to your radar receiver, and you see the return. The 
simplest way you can impact a radar signal is by jamming it with broadband noise. As that skin or 
echo return hits the receiver, you send a lot of RF energy into the receiver. This process overwhelms 
the reflection of the original radar signal off the targets (skin return), making it impossible to 
recognize the target on the radar display.

Range and velocity gate pull-offs

To perform this technique, you send a pulse back that looks similar to what the target radar 
would produce, but slightly altered. Because this process has a fast turnaround, you can use this 
technology to create multiple false targets by replaying those acquired radar pulses. It appears that 
the reflected object is moving away instead of toward you, for example. As a result, you lose track 
of it. For instance, you could make it look like an aircraft is flying east when in actuality it is moving 
north. You start tracking to the east and then realize you have lost it. 
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Digital radio frequency memory 

This process is an electronic method to digitally capture, digitize, and retransmit RF signals to create 
new RF energy based on the received pulse. You can use this technology to create multiple false 
targets by quickly replaying those acquired radar pulses. 

Many digital radio frequency memory (DRFM) systems can perform sophisticated tasks by digitizing 
the pulse. DRFM systems adjust acquired pulse data using aspects like amplitude, phase, and 
frequency. You apply mathematics to the pulse and send back one or many pulses to make the radar 
think that there are, for instance, 1,000 aircraft instead of just one.

Digital radio frequency memory keeps that signal on standby to reuse as needed by digitizing and 
saving a copy of an acquired signal. Opposing systems recognize this replica as the original signal, 
making it appear as a target. It deceives the opponent’s systems using either reactive or predictive 
jamming to shield an asset.

Electronic Countermeasure Techniques
Only a few systems in military fleets come with ECM equipment. In aircraft, for example, ECM 
cause you to emit radiation, making you easier to detect. Typically, aircraft systems comprise the 
following approaches:

• Stand-off jamming: The airplane’s design specifically performs jamming and electronic 
countermeasures. It flies a farther distance from the radar, usually outside the lethal range, and 
performs jamming functions. It guards the protected entity by sending energy as it flies its mission.

• Protected entity: These aircraft fighters carry out the mission, and they fly closer to the radars 
and targets.

• Stand-in jamming: This aircraft has electronic countermeasures on it. These systems perform 
jamming and ECMs on their own instead of another platform doing it for them.
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The stealth quandary

Multidecade investments led to stealth or low-observable technology using materials and design 
geometry specifically to reduce the reflection and emission of radar or radio frequency. Stealth 
technology is a substantial step beyond jamming and the usual countermeasures. These stealth 
principles apply to military platforms such as aircraft, submarines, satellites, and ships. Ideally, they 
make them invisible to detection techniques like sonar, radar, and IR, camouflaging their presence 
within the EM spectrum.

For example, when a radar sends out a pulse in the direction of a stealth fighter, it should not get 
a good skin return. Very little energy should reflect from the object. Stealth vehicles come coated 
with materials that absorb rather than reflect energy. The energy reflected from the object disperses, 
which is why it seems hidden to radar. 

Some radar systems will detect stealth aircraft. For example, using a passive sensor-based approach, 
infrared search and track (IRST) systems track a stealth vehicle’s heat signature. These passive 
systems emit no radiation, effectively cloaking their presence to make them impervious to radar 
jamming. Such approaches invite a new challenge — how do you jam and countermeasure radar 
systems designed to detect and undermine stealth systems?

A B-2 Spirit, assigned to the 509th Bomb Wing, Whiteman Air Force Base, taxis on the flightline Jan. 8, 2018, at Andersen Air 
Force Base (AFB), Guam. U.S. Air Force photo by Staff Sgt. Joshua Smoot.
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Keep Pace with Technology
This stealth predicament illustrates how electronic countermeasures are moving ahead of cutting-
edge technologies, prompting new front-line developments to retake the lead. Technology advances 
directly impact the potential capabilities and performance of EMSO systems. For example, receivers 
and transmitters in jammers and electronic attack (EA) systems became more intelligent as DSP 
technology became more scalable and robust. Advances in cognitive and machine learning now 
push that intelligence further.

Cognitive and machine learning signal a revolution in system intelligence for both threat and 
countermeasure systems. These systems increasingly interact with threats from unknown origins 
in terms of country or radar. To respond adequately, they adopt artificial intelligence applications 
to know how to respond to an unknown threat. Rather than just using simple statement-driven 
responses, they have some of their own intelligence. 

Then vs. now

Conventional EW systems knew what radars looked like and the type of RF energy they emitted. 
They defined the RF energy detected and then identified the radar and country of origin. With such 
priori information, they were able to determine a threat from a known database. Its known behavior 
includes the frequency at which it radiates, the bandwidth, and other characteristics. Because the 
details are in the database, the system recognizes the threat. When encountered again, it responds 
with the appropriate countermeasure. 

In the past, this approach proved effective. However, communications signals currently flood the 
RF spectrum from commercial, industrial, and government / military services. The crowded RF 
environment combined with the dense threat environment creates uncertainty over the guaranteed 
success of any electronic countermeasure. If a threat’s parametric constantly changes, the database 
does not stay current. 

Until the last decade or so, incomplete, disaggregated data prevented military forces from attaining 
or creating a clear threat picture. They lacked a methodology to test these threats because they 
relied on known threats, which usually have associated countermeasures. Such classified lists 
of known targets became no longer effective because the database did not update in real time. 
Sometimes it took months to add the new data to the system. These systems could not identify and 
isolate threats in the EM environment and determine countermeasures in real time.
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Detect Software-Defined Threats
A multitude of inexpensively created software-defined threats now changes based on observed 
behaviors. These software-defined systems alter different parameters such as waveforms, 
frequencies, techniques, and timing. They complicate the EM spectrum environment with increased 
capabilities and adaptive nature — all at a lower cost. A threat that changes frequency is most likely 
unidentifiable for systems using threat databases. Radios, as well as radars, can quickly shift certain 
waveform parameters. The speed of change outpaces traditional development lifecycles, as threats 
evolve more rapidly than counters to them can be built. 

Countermeasures must respond to these ever-changing threats, but they have first to detect 
them. The EMSO environment grows increasingly congested and contested. Contested means the 
adversary is trying to block the use of your spectrum-dependent systems through methods such 
as jamming. An increasing number of signals crowd the EM spectrum, making it very congested. 
The noise floor gets overwhelming at times, with some of these signals getting lost in that noise. As 
technology grows more sophisticated, some adversaries successfully created threat systems that 
can hide amongst that noise. Current systems struggle with the immense challenge of picking out 
such signals. 

Software-defined threats further complicate this task because they change at a moment’s notice. 
If a threat is finally detected but is software-defined, you can lose track of it seconds later. In newer 
cognitive systems, some adversaries now search automatically for open areas of spectrum to move 
back and forth to on an ongoing basis. Instead of simply separating relevant versus irrelevant data, 
you want to attain actual intelligence on the location of the signals of interest. 
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Use a Flexible, Cognitive Approach
To know how your ECMs will perform in the EM spectrum, you need to know how they will perform 
against a cognitive threat. This challenge becomes more complicated once you include time constraints. 

As threats and countermeasures evolved, so did the cognitive recognition systems. Cognitive 
countermeasures change their behavior based on observations, while threats alter behavior 
according to what they see. The expanding development of machine learning and AI-aided ECM now 
advances these systems’ ability to analyze signals from cognitive threat systems. The challenge is 
to find and analyze the signal before it changes while adhering to an operational timeline. The ideal 
timeline is real time, which does not match the legacy database approach. 

In today’s continually changing EM environment, any delay allows your opponent to prevail. If your 
system takes five or 10 seconds to a minute to detect, analyze, and identify a signal, the operation 
will be over before you have your information. You must apply a new methodology to succeed in 
testing and proving ECM systems (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. With increasing intelligence and adaptability, solutions now enable you to evaluate your chances of dominating the 
spectrum when faced with current threats and ones still to emerge.
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Guarantee Countermeasure Effectiveness
To evaluate both electronic attacks and electronic countermeasures, generate the threat and analyze 
your response to it. The goal is to generate a multitude of threats simultaneously to gauge the 
countermeasures’ response. 

Imagine a simple ECM environment in which a threat means enemy radar. You can use an agile signal 
generator to mimic the beams radiating from the radar. You should not be able to distinguish the 
difference between an RF radar and an agile signal generator emulating the radar to send out pulses. 

You can use an agile signal generator to test systems such as the receiver pod under an aircraft 
to receive, detect, and analyze radar pulses. Although some of those receivers perform only one 
function, other receiver systems also function as transmitters. They respond to a threat by sending 
RF energy toward that enemy radar, jamming it with so much energy that the radar cannot tell what 
is happening. You can also exercise the receiver on the pod. With an additional analyzer, you can 
assess the transmission or response to threats. If you see how effectively your ECM responds to tests, 
you will understand the system’s response in real-world scenarios. 

This type of approach represents a significant shift in how EW systems are built and deployed, due in 
large part to an increased reliance on software. Software enables the rapid development, integration, 
and test of sophisticated EW systems by allowing users to incrementally build out an RF system 
development environment (SDE) specialized to their needs and budget. Initially, you can create a 
software-only RF environment to test operational code, allowing software development to proceed 
without dependencies on hardware. As program development progresses, and more sophisticated 
environments are required, you can easily add components. 
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Traditionally, an investment into an electronic warfare system required an additional one to two years 
to add software and third-party content, test and maintain the system, and more. Keysight’s goal is to 
minimize the additional investment and engineering hours required to do calibration and software by 
delivering a solution that more closely resembles the end solution. You can leverage a combination 
of test systems, components, software, and services to accelerate the time from when the order is 
placed to when you can start testing your system (Fig. 2). 

Figure 2. To see if your system is ready to face the dense threat environment, you need to send a high number of threats at 
one time to see how your EA responds. More complex scenarios may demand more extensive configurations.
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Prepare for a Changing Future
It is no longer sufficient to gather, evaluate, develop, and test countermeasures before deploying 
an ECM system. The EMSO environment exists in a state of constant evolution. ECM systems 
incorporate advanced algorithms, signal processing, and machine learning techniques to overcome 
threats posed by cognitive radars. 

As threats change, your ECM system must change. Beyond being adaptable, systems add new 
capabilities in real time once they are in the field. Machine learning will help ECM systems meet 
this objective within operational timelines. Operating forces must characterize and exploit the 
operational environment to increase understanding, deny access to adversaries, and expand the 
maneuver space.

For deeper insight into how your systems will respond to threats, Keysight provides threat generation 
and analysis to assist you in stimulating your system under test and analyze the ECM response to the 
potential threats (Fig. 3).  We analyze the results, or ECM, by combining closed-loop EW testing with 
cognitive developments to help you understand how your system will fare in the EMSO environment. 
By successfully detecting, deceiving, and disrupting enemy forces, you can protect your troops and 
mission. Get the complete picture of your ECM performance to put yourself in a leading position in 
the EM spectrum environment.
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Figure 3. To meet the challenge of analyzing and scoring EW stimulus and electronic attack resources, you can capture  
and characterize the high-frequency, wide-modulation-bandwidth EW environment using signal analyzers, oscilloscopes,  
and digitizers.
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For more information on detecting and analyzing electronic countermeasures in dense signal 
environments, check out the following:

• Keysight’s Electronic Warfare Test and Evaluation Solutions brochure

• the UXG signal generator

• Z9500A Simulation View Software

• N7660C Multi-Emitter Scenario Generation Software (MESG)

For more information on Keysight Technologies’ products, applications, or services, 
please visit: www.keysight.com
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